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Purpose
This document provides guidelines on allowing recyclers registered with the E-Cycle Wisconsin program to sell pounds of recycled eligible electronic devices (EEDs) to one another during a program year.

Background
Under s. 287.17, Wis. Stats., three groups are directly involved in the collection and recycling of EEDs. Collectors receive EEDs from Wisconsin households and schools. Recyclers dismantle and recycle EEDs, and may also operate as collectors. Manufacturers may contract with collectors and recyclers to meet annual recycling obligations. All three groups must register annually with the Department of Natural Resources.

The basic relationships the law envisions are collectors working with recyclers and recyclers holding contracts with manufacturers to meet their annual recycling obligations. However, the DNR also allows for the sale of recycled EED pounds between registered recyclers using the following guidelines.

Guidelines for Recycler-To-Recycler Sales of Eligible Pounds
1. Both recyclers must be registered for the program year (July 1 to June 30) in which the sale happens.
2. All EEDs must have been received from Wisconsin households, covered schools or registered E-Cycle Wisconsin collectors during the program year for which the pounds will be sold.
3. The EED pounds must be recycled according to all E-Cycle Wisconsin program requirements.
4. Both recyclers (the seller and buyer) must notify the DNR in writing that they plan to participate in a sale of EEDs before submitting their annual reports.
5. All transactions must be completed in time for both parties to submit their completed annual reports by Aug. 1.

Reporting Recycled EEDs
The annual online report form includes a place for recyclers to record the weight of EEDs sold to or bought from another registered recycler. Both the recycler that processed the EEDs and the recycler that purchased the pounds must include the information on their annual reports. If you have questions about how to report the transaction, please contact the DNR.

Disclaimer: This document is intended solely as guidance and does not contain any mandatory requirements except where requirements found in statute or administrative rule are referenced. Any regulatory decisions made by the Department of Natural Resources in any matter addressed by this guidance will be made by applying the governing statutes and administrative rules to the relevant facts.
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